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Free download movies bollywood
Hollywood Bengali Hindi Tamil dubbed
in 4K Avatar 3D. Anaglyph.Manchester
United are plotting a sensational move
to make Mahrez their marquee summer
signing. Jose Mourinho has made a snap
decision to ditch Wayne Rooney and
have only signed Anthony Martial and
Matteo Darmian so far this summer.
Darmian is a decent signing but the
other two will not be a long-term answer
to United’s central defensive problems,
especially if the Portuguese manager is
opting for a high-profile marquee
signing rather than a proven, lower-cost
alternative. And it now seems that
United are hoping to net Dimitri Payet a
one-year deal from Marseille in order to
fend off speculation of him moving to
Old Trafford. Manchester United flirt
with Monaco's French star Dimitri Payet
as Old Trafford plot surprise move for
World Cup winner With Ibrahimovic and
Martial the only senior strikers at the
club, United will be searching for a
proven, lower-priced alternative at
centre-forward. Payet has become a
major target for both Manchester City
and United in recent weeks and he
appears to be United’s preference. It is
understood that the Premier League
champions have made a mammoth
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£140million offer for the French star but
Monaco have maintained they will not
entertain any bids for Payet this
summer. Monaco insist they are willing
to sell but after they successfully raised
the release clause for their ‘Galactico’
Neymar from Barcelona to £198million
last week, they know how difficult a task
it is to unsettle the Brazil star. If United
succeed in landing the Marseille star,
they will seal his inclusion in their squad
for pre-season and while he is a proven
goalscorer for Monaco, he is yet to
score in the league for his club this
season. He had a brilliant World Cup
with France but is still yet to score for
his country. United have no problem
making a play for Payet (pictured) Payet
could end up being their £35million
signing with only a fraction of the
transfer fee spent. But with the likes of
City and United looking to spend a
reported £300million on attacking
reinforcements, it will be hard for any
side to sign the French star. The
transfer window is still open but the
likelihood is that they will not sell a
player who has scored 18 goals in all
competitions for Monaco this season
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